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Making models more transparent, reproducible and
accessible is a major challenge in computational neu-
roscience. The wide range of modelling tools and strate-
gies available, while convenient from a pragmatic point
of view, often make model reuse harder. Efforts on stan-
dardization [1], model sharing [2,3] and practices
learned from the open-source community [3-5], on the
other hand, are proving increasingly invaluable in
improving the transparency and reusability of computa-
tional models. NeuroML2, the latest version of a model
description language for computational neuroscience, is
built on LEMS (Low Entropy Model Specification, [6]) a
general purpose model specification language. LEMS has
a highly structured, hierarchical format, rooted in physi-
cal principles, which allows the definition of physical
systems including arbitrary networks of nodes modeled
as hybrid dynamical systems. There are currently two
LEMS interpreters, jLEMS [5] and PyLEMS [6], imple-
mented in Java and Python respectively. As reference
implementations, numerical performance and accuracy
are not their primary goals. In order to simulate
NeuroML2/LEMS models in an accurate, robust and
efficient way it is important to be able to perform the
numerical integration using well tested scientific simula-
tors, both neuroscience specific, e.g. NEURON, and gen-
eral purpose, e.g. XPPAUT, MATLAB. Such simulators
provide a robust numerical infrastructure important for
modelling in general, such as high-order ODE integra-
tion and accurate event detection.
We have developed a set of template-based code gen-
erators for LEMS whose goal is to transform a LEMS
model into a number of representations compatible with
different simulators, using back-end specific templates
to produce native code. The translation of the models
happens through an intermediate format, developed for
this purpose, named dLEMS (distilled LEMS). The
dLEMS abstraction is ODE centric for convenience of
interoperability with the different target languages. It
represents a flattened (e.g. hierarchical channel descrip-
tions are reduced to the core ODEs) and dimensionless
version of the LEMS model. The advantage of this
approach, compared for instance to a compiler based
strategy, is that users willing to provide support for a
target simulator can more easily work with dLEMS, as it
closely reflects the ODE representations used in general
purpose simulators. Users will simply have to create
new templates for their target simulator or modify exist-
ing ones. Our initial results show that the template-
based code-generation approach is feasible, producing
runnable simulations in a variety of platforms for single
cell models – in particular, templates are available for
the following platforms: C code generation (using the
LLNL Sundials library for numerical integration),
XPPAUT, MATLAB and Modelica. All tools we have
developed for this are open source and freely available.
We are presently working at extending the dLEMS spe-
cification of connections between elements, creating a
simplified format for template based mapping to neuro-
nal simulators.
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